When creative uses of spoken language have been investigated, the main examples have been restricted to particular contexts such as narrative and related story-telling genres. This paper reports on an initial investigation using the 5 million word CANCODE corpus of everyday spoken English and discusses a range of social contexts in which creative uses of language are manifested. A main conclusion reached is that creative language use often signposts the nature of interpersonal relationships, plays an important role in the construction of identities and is more likely to emerge in social contexts marked by noninstitutionalized, symmetrical, and informal talk. The paper also argues that dierent creative patterns of talk are produced for dierent purposes, that clines and continua best capture such distinctions and that applications of such understandings to language learning and teaching, including the teaching of literature and culture, can bene®t from closer scrutiny of such data.
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of creative language has been seen mainly in terms of distinctions between literary and non-literary language, with analysis, following in the tradition of Russian formalist aesthetic theory, highlighting the extent to which`literary' language foregrounds attention by deviating from expected patterns and promoting new, schema-refreshing ways of seeing the familiar and everyday. Traditional discussion in the ®eld of stylistics (Short 1996; Widdowson 1992) has largely followed such theoretical precepts but has recently been extended to include non-canonical texts such as advertising copy, newspaper headlines, and jokes, with an emphasis on the centrality of language play in a range of everyday discourses and on the breaking down of divisions between literary and non-literary language (Alexander 1997; Carter and McRae 1996; Chiaro 1992; Cook 1994 Cook , 1996 Cook , 2000 Crystal 1998; Kramsch and Kramsch 2000) . In these traditions, however, applications to the analysis of everyday spoken interaction have been limited. Work in cognitive psychology and linguistics has further developed insights into the common nature of creative language with representative authors such as Lako and Turner (1989) , Lako and Johnson (1999) , Turner (1991) , Sweetser (1990) , and Gibbs (1994 Gibbs ( , 1999 arguing that familiar ®gures of speech such as metaphor, irony, and hyperbole are natural and normal components of language, and that the human mind should thus be seen as essentially non-literal in its ®gurations of the world. The ubiquitous nature of metaphor has led to arguments that thought itself is structured metaphorically (Cameron 1999; Cameron and Low 1999) . With some notable exceptions (for example, Candlin et al. 2000; Cameron 1999; Eggins and Slade 1997; Goddard 1996; Kuiper 1996; Kuiper and Haggo 1984; Ragan 2000; Mertz 1989) , the data produced in such accounts have, however, been almost exclusively con®ned to written texts, the data have been examined along mainly formalist lines and, crucially, researchers have not paid systematic attention to the contextual conditions of its production.
However, other traditions have focused much more extensively on the poetics of talk. Traditions of research in ethnopoetics and in anthropological and cross-cultural studies of verbal art have embraced culturally-speci®c, contextually-sensitive accounts of verbal aesthetics (e.g. Friedrich 1979 Friedrich , 1986 Hanks 1996; Hill 1985; Hymes 1996; Mannheim 1986; Rubin 1995; Tedlock 1975 Tedlock , 1977 . Tannen (1989) underlines that features such as ®gures of speech, imagery, and repetition, normally only analysed in conventional`literary' forms, are ubiquitous in conversation. Most studies within this tradition have focused on the relatively restricted genre of stories and of narrative and dramatic performance as manifested in more monologic discourse styles. Studies which have explored the artistry of everyday exchanges and interactions (e.g. Tannen 1989; Norrick 1993 Norrick , 2000 Norrick , 2001 have been largely con®ned to the genre of narrative or to restricted social contexts such as dinner-party or family conversations. None the less, detailed attention is given in these studies to spoken creativity and to contextual conditions. Such studies also eschew formalist de®nitions of linguistic creativity, preferring more functional and contextualized accounts. It is a tradition of investigation with which we align ourselves.
ORGANIZING THE RESEARCH

What is linguistic creativity in this research? Basic frameworks, definitions and questions
In previous papers (Adolphs and Carter 2003; Carter 1999; Carter and McCarthy 1995b; McCarthy 1998b) we have begun to explore the pervasiveness of creative language use in a corpus of everyday spoken English (the CANCODE corpus, see 2.2). Research so far on the CANCODE corpus has identi®ed key features such as verbal repetition as well as a wide range of ®gures of speech' such as metaphor, simile, metonymy, idiom, slang expressions, proverbs, hyperbole. We are learning, however, that it is not possible to de®ne creativity in wholly formalist ways, that is, by identifying particular forms in the corpus, not least because in spoken interaction what counts as creative use varies.
The purposes for creative language in common everyday speech can include: oering some new way of seeing the content of the message; making humorous remarks; underlining what is communicated; expressing a particular attitude, including negative and adversarial attitudes; making the speaker's identity more manifest; playing with language form to entertain others; ending one bit of talk and starting another; or simply oiling the wheels of the conversation (as well as several of these functions and purposes simultaneously).
Another reason for avoiding formalist de®nitions is that some uses of language may be felt to be creative by one participant in a dialogue but not necessarily by others and may sometimes not even be noticed by the producer(s) of utterances. For example, in some contexts ®gures of speech pass unnoticed as normal, routine, even pre-formulated units; in other cases, the same ®gures of speech are drawn to the attention of speakers. And even so-called`dead' metaphors or cliches can be put to eective creative use in the dynamics of dialogue. Thus, in our de®nition, creativity almost always depends for its functions on the intentions and interpretations of the participants. We also recognize that most established de®nitions of linguistic creativity imply change and normally involve a single producer who brings about`novel' changes to the language or to forms of language in ways which are innovative and schema-refreshing. There are several such uses in our data but the main focus in this paper is on creative uses of language as they occur in interpersonal exchanges, in speci®c contexts of interaction and through the dialogic eects of the individual encounter.
The following examples from a conversational extract to be discussed below (1. Sunday afternoon) illustrate some of the above mentioned features. An immediately striking creative use occurs in 3 in the word mobile which is metaphorically linked with the word`earrings'. There is a pun on the meaning of`mobile' (with its semantics of movement) and the ®xture of a mobileÐ meaning either a brightly coloured dangling object which is normally placed over a child's bed or cot to provide distraction or entertainment, or else which is a piece of moving art. And a piece of metaphoric word play at this point in the unfolding discourse prompts, as we shall see in the commentary below, further play with ®gures of speech. This usage is a more conventional instance of linguistic creativity involving changes in, to, and with the language. However, we propose a further and complementary de®nition which also takes fuller account of functions in context and which acknowledges that to recognize linguistic creativity much depends on how language is used by speakers in relation to local contextual purposes and, especially, interpersonal interactions with language. Repetition is a good example of speakers`talking, creating'. Repetition works as a more subtle token of a relationship, not just between utterances or turns but between speakers, the main purpose often being to co-construct interpersonal convergence and to creatively adapt to the other speaker(s). According to Tannen (1989) , repetition is a key component in the poetics of talk:
Repetition is a resource by which conversationalists together create a discourse, a relationship, and a world. It is the central linguistic meaning-making strategy, a limitless resource for individual creativity and interpersonal involvement. (Tannen, 1989: ch 3) For example, the above extracts, 1±3, mainly involve repetition across speaking turns. But the repetition is not simply an echo of the previous speaker. The forms include both verbatim phrasal and clausal repetition and repetition with variation (for example, the addition of the word`relaxing' in extract 2). The patterning with variation includes both lexical and grammatical repetition (the repetition of the word bit or likeÐin its dierent grammatical realizations as verb and prepositionÐas well as repetition of the deictic determiner that in extract 3), pronominal repetition with variation (extract 1), and phonological repetition with variation (for example, bit/better in extract 3). Repetition is evident here in varied linguistic ways but the main creative functions are in the dialogic building of relationships and of accord between the speakers. This account of linguistic creativity is dierent from creativity as de®ned by Chomsky who sees it as a fundamental species-speci®c capacity for generating an in®nite number of rule-governed language choices which are for the most part new to both speaker and listener and yet are readily undestood by both. In Chomsky's de®nition (1964: 7) the creative capacity also extends to the ability to construct a context in which an interpretation of the language can be made, even if the language is not formed according to the rules governing that language. We share in particular Chomsky's stress on the creative capacity of the receiver of a message (1964: 9) but argue that, because his view is limited to the problems of handling invented sentences, it does not account for the speaker's capacity to handle stretches of text or naturallyoccurring, contextually variable sequences of speaking turns in which patterns of language can form and reform dynamically and organically over stretches of discourse, and emerge through the joint conditions of production.
In a sense, of course, and except for the most routinely formulaic or inattentive turns, almost all conversational exchanges are creatively coproduced. As Sacks (1984) argues, ordinary talk has to be achieved and it is a human, social, and creative accomplishment which is far from being ordinary'. One aim in this paper is to attempt to underline this point but we also hope to go beyond Sacks' insights to explore more fully not only what is linguistically creative in everyday interactions but also begin to identify contexts in which creative language use may be less evident. We argue in particular that creative language choices compel recognition of the social contexts of their production: principally, the construction and maintenance of interpersonal relations and social identities. Our main research aim in this paper then is to explore what kinds of functions linguistic creativity has in dierent speech genres, social contexts, and types of interaction and then draw some conclusions concerning such language functions and contexts, mainly in relation to language study and teaching.
Generic organization and speech genres in CANCODE 1
The data collected and transcribed for the CANCODE corpus are classi®ed along two main axes according to CONTEXT-TYPE and INTERACTION TYPE. Contexttype re¯ects the interpersonal relationships that hold between speakers, embracing both dyadic and multi-party conversations and in all cases it is the relationship between speakersÐthat is, the ways in which they communicate at this levelÐwhich quali®es data for inclusion in the category, and not simply the particular environment in which the audio-recording is made. Four broad types are identi®ed along a cline from transactional, professional, socializing, to intimate. The`transactional' is the most public and often involves contexts in which there is no previous relationship established between the speakers. In the`professional' category the speakers are not necessarily peers but they do share either a profession or a regular place of work.`Socializing' typically involves contexts such as sports clubs and pubs, as well as recreational and other group meetings. An`intimate' context-type is normally a private, cohabiting relationship where speakers can be assumed to be linguistically most`o-guard'. Although there are points of overlap between categories, the relationship categories do represent, albeit roughly, a cline of public' to`private' speech, with the`transactional' and`intimate' categories respectively at each end of the cline. The`professional' category is more public than the`socializing' category, which in turn is more public than`intimate'.
Along the axis of INTERACTION TYPE, distinctions are made between data that are predominantly collaborative and those that are non-collaborative and, further, for the collaborative type, those which are task-oriented and those which are not. In non-collaborative texts one speaker dominates signi®cantly, supported by back-channelling from the other speaker(s). Typically, the dominant speaker in these texts relates an event, tells a joke, gives instructions, explanations, or professional presentations. On one level, of course, these exchanges are also collaborative; on another level they resemble a unilinear transfer of information. The blanket term adopted for such an interaction type is information provision.
The two other interaction types represent more collaborative and dialogic speech encounters. Collaborative idea involves the interactive sharing of thoughts, opinions, and attitudes, while the category of collaborative task is reserved for task-oriented communication. Also included in this category are the exchange of goods and the discussion of an entity that is referred to during the exchange, such as a catalogue or a computer screen. Overall, texts have proved more dicult to categorize in terms of interaction type due to the problem of embedding. Category membership is thus allocated according to the activity that is dominant in each conversation. A signi®cantly more detailed account of the CANCODE corpus and its design may be found in McCarthy (1998a) where the dangers inherent in reifying the categories are also fully acknowledged.
Combining the two axes provides a matrix of twelve text types as can be seen in Table 1 , which also suggests some situations in which the text types might be found.
In subsequent analyses of data in this paper there will be constant reference back to the context-and interaction-types described here.
Organizing the data: a brief note
The data for this paper were collected by random searching of the corpus cells using standard software tools. Although ten extracts (varying between 500 RONALD CARTER and MICHAEL McCARTHY 67 and 800 words) were searched in each cell, the overall approach is qualitative rather than quantitative, not least because, in the current stages of automatic retrieval of language, manifestations of linguistic creativity are not easily identi®able by quantitative means. The overall approach to the data is to use it to exemplify categories rather than to undertake a quantitative survey of the corpus. Thus the corpus has to be`read' like a transcribed, living soap opera, in a series of representative extracts. In short, a methodology which combines the ®ne-tooth comb of conversation analysis with the immediate availability of the large number of contextually controlled samples which the corpus oers seems to be the only way forward in the current state of corpus technology.
ANALYSING THE DATA
The contextual nature of dierent types of creative language can be illustrated by the following extract from the CANCODE corpus, extracts from which have already been discussed above. Note that, in all subsequent extracts from CANCODE, line/turn numbers are used for identi®cation and, with the exception of the ®rst extract which has already been highlighted above, the main words, phrases and other units of language highlighted for subsequent commentary are italicized. As observed by Goman (1981) and Tannen (1989) in relation to their data, the extensive repetition here is used in particular to create an aective convergence and a commonality of viewpoint. In fact, there is also a more cumulative eect and conditions are established in which speakers grow to feel they occupy shared worlds and viewpoints, in which the risks attendant on using ®gures of speech creatively are reduced and in which intimacy and convergence are actively co-produced. These relationship-reinforcing shared worlds and viewpoints are created in a number of ways: for example, by means of supportive minimal and non-minimal backchannelling e.g. Oh lovely, oh, lovely; yeah, yeah (ll.6, 11, 14) ; by means of speci®cally reinforcing interpersonal grammatical forms such as tails . . . They were superb, they were (l.27) and tags; They do, don't they; and by means of aective exclamatives oh wow (1.28). The exchanges are also impregnated with vague and hedged language forms (for example, fallen apart a bit, the top bit, I reckon, for some reason, I don't know why), and a range of evaluative and attitudinal expressions (often juxtaposed with much laughter) which further support and creatively adapt to the informality, intimacy, and solidarity established.
Repetition can have, however, more than a simply reinforcing and convergence-creating function. For example, in an earlier phase of this exchange two of the girls deliberately take on parodic voices by mimicking low-prestige accents and concerns, in the process indirectly co-producing an ironic, humorous re¯ection on their own needs. The repetitions here draw attention to the eects produced. The chorus-like repetition by speaker 3 of speaker 1's parody and her addition of missus underlines the collaborative nature of the humour. The girls membership themselves temporarily as`working-class cockney women', such a self-categorization and its precise occasion of utterance being among the key elements in the creation of identities in talk emphasized by Antaki and Widdicombe (1998) . Other ®gures of speech here are also more directly interpersonal, for example the similes inviting comparison; in this case, a perceived likeness between stained glass mobiles seen at a local craft fair and a colour wheel (ll.25±28). There is also a case for seeing some of the formality switches (for example, pig out, l.5) as constituting ironic-comic reversals of the kind not uncommonly connected with humorous creative eects (Norrick 1993; Clift 1999) . Sometimes the eect of these features is playfully to provide for humour and entertainment; but such patterns also generate innovative ways of seeing things and convey the speaker's own more personalized representation of events. So this example shows creation of convergence; creative use of speech; creative adaptation of the use of expressions; and creation of identity. The following sections show the range of ways linguistic creativity can be used and consider the ways this seems to happen in particular sample contexts.
Contextualizing the data further: lifeguards and journalists
Two more examples, lifeguards and journalists, are from contrasting contexts. The ®rst example involves two lifeguards who have taken a break from their duties at a swimming pool. In such circumstances it is of course dicult to know whether the lifeguards are operating in a professional capacity or are suciently disengaged from their professional roles for the genre of talk to correspond more closely to a friendly socializing encounter (see Eggins and Slade 1997 , for many such examples). Such blurrings of category are inevitable and a blurring of categories may in fact provide a more accurate portrayal of a notion such as`workplace talk' than monolithic categorizations of professional or task-oriented discourse. It is decided in this paper to retain the term professional for the context, since the location, uniforms, and roles occupied by the participants are closer to the professional than to the nonprofessional socializing axis. Small talk and casual conversation of varying types is endemic in professional settings, as the papers in Coupland (2000) demonstrate. In this lifeguards example the speakers are engaged in the genre of`professional/collaborative idea'. The lifeguards' discourse is especially marked by a mutuality within which both participants strive to align knowledge and viewpoint, establishing intertextual co-reference and reinforcing shared knowledge. For example: . . . he married Leslie Crowther's daughter (l.19), didn't he; . . . you know him out of Thin Lizzie (l.13) [Leslie Crowther is a well-known British TV personality; Thin Lizzie were a famous pop group of the 1970s]. In particular, the mutuality is achieved by: overt agreement by means of simple acknowledgement (yeah); supportive back-channelling (Mm); acceptance of propositions by repetition (for example: the repetition of the phrase all over the place when discussing the dangers of soft-back books in high temperatures or the parallels of a bit of light reading ll.31±32). Such mutuality is assumed from the earliest stages of this exchange. From the beginning metaphors are in evidence (the pages don't blow up, all the bleeding glue melts ll.1±2) and the lifeguards appear to feel suciently at ease with one other. Having further creatively aligned and re-aligned their mutual knowledge, feelings, and attitudes, co-productivity leads organically into more conventionally recognized creative language choices: deliberate hyperbole (all the glue had melted; pages blowing all over the place); extravagant similes (happy as hell; They'd be like you know Separate Tales of Doctor Duck) (l.12); understatements (not a happy hamster; a bit of light reading) (ll.7 and 32). Nearly all of these formulations result in laughter or further elaboration. The term involvement used by Tannen does not wholly capture the extent to which shared feelings and attitudes are mutually constructed as a frame or`platform' for creative verbal play which is then in its turn further co-produced. From a Vygotskian perspective, we have something akin to the development of a collective mind, enacting itself in distinctly social space (Vygotsky 1978; Emerson 1983) .
In both extracts so far, we may also discern evidence of`footing shifts', after Goman (1979 Goman ( , 1981 . Goman (1981) describes footing as`alignment, or set, or stance, or posture, or projected self ' (p.128); changes in the alignment establishes new`frames' in which the talk is interpreted. Turn construction and placement can signal shifts in footing and render a conversational frame more visible. Shifts are often marked by discourse markers, and in the two extracts, markers such as the thing about X is . . . , the next thing you know, . . . , like, you know, suggest that new conversational frames are projected in which evaluation or stance of some kind is to be creatively displayed.
The next example involves radio journalists.
Radio journalists
[Contextual information: radio journalists on a local radio station are engaged in a meeting, the main purpose of which is to decide which stories to programme. The context is professional, (even though the relationships are clearly suciently familiar to suggest that the context could be marked as socializing). And the nature of the interaction (predominantly collaborative task) also shifts in a dynamic way as goals change so that parts of the talk are clearly more relational than transactional and in some stretches of the discourse the contours are closer to collaborative idea. The dominant paradigm is, however,`professional/collaborative task'. hS 01j radio producer: male (40s) hS 02j journalist: female (20s); hS 03j journalist: female (20s); hS 04j journalist: male (40s); hS 05j journalist: female (20s) (These people don't appear on the transcript: hS 06j journalist: male (30s); hS 07j radio engineer: male (30s); hS 08j news editor: male (40s) In the`radio journalists' discourse a mutuality is achieved not dissimilar to that in the`lifeguards' talk above. Even though the discourse is multi-party rather than two-party, there is clear evidence that information is provided in a listener-sensitive way and that eorts are made to achieve shared knowledge, to align perspectives and to establish agreement on the preferred action for the group as they decide on which stories are to run later that day. Footing shifts are evident again (e.g. . . ., oh, . . ., what's this . . .?), suggesting participants' sensitivity to the conversational frame. Overall, though, in this example mutuality is less collectively achieved than pre-established. There is less eort invested in aligning attitudes or in reinforcing points of view. Indeed, in this extract there is an altogether greater sense of ritual, perhaps resulting in part from the generic stability of such (presumably daily) professional meetings. The familiarity of the genre matches the familiarity of the participants with one another and with their own roles. An ambience is thus created in which roles can be more overtly performed. As shown below, linguistic creativity is relatively dense in this extract. It is co-produced but there is an altogether less marked sense of it emerging steadily and organically from the relationships between the participants in a particular encounter.
The dierences between the two genres in the two examples may be important. The lifeguards' talk is predominantly professional collaborative idea (with`socializing' tendencies); the journalists talk is predominantly professional collaborative task (with tendencies towards`socializing' and collaborative ideas'). The task-directed nature of their activity in¯uences the contours of their talk; there is greater emphasis on transactional content and less emphasis on interpersonal relations. And the work-related setting is also a factor in inhibiting too overt a creative co-production of mutuality. Although acknowledgements (yeah), laughter and back-channelling are present, such features are generally less active. Creative uses of language include:
. Irony. For example, in reply to an earlier question concerning the visit of the Housing minister, one of the journalists replies humorously I just dropped him o. That was w= why I was late. A question concerning the winning of a large lottery prize elicits another playful piece of ®ction from another of the team: Oh, it was me (l.48). There are ironic functions here in the mock`withholding' of news in a`newsroom'. . Imaginative play with shared knowledge. This results in a creation of impossible, ®ctional worlds. For example, in the case of the discussion of the (now dead) British writer of ®ction for children, Beatrix Potter, one of the journalists imaginatively projects a situation in which tourists visit the writer's house even though it is known that the house was not established as a tourist attraction until after her death. All the bleeding tourists going round her house she didn't like (l.3). A similarly creative play with intertextual reference makes real and embeds in the current discourse the ®ctional mice which inhabit Beatrix Potter's stories (It's all them mice wasn't it. (l.7) ). The ®ctional mice are assumed to be real mice which make her life in her house in London unhappy. . Puns and wordplay. For example, with reference to the Earl of Derby as a possible source for a story, one of the speakers quips I wouldn't know him if I fell over him (l.41) which elicits a punning play with the institutionalized simile Drunk as a lord (l.43).
2
The journalists' discourse includes more banter and wordplay as a creative complement to the tasks in hand, serving almost as an element which undercuts the seriousness of the tasks in hand in the meeting. Overall, the creativity is directed more towards a topic or topics. It is more ideational than aective or interpersonal; it is more concerned to play with ideas rather than feelings or attitudes, though never, of course exclusively. The creativity is coproduced but altogether more staged. It achieves shared values and degrees of interpersonality but the discourse is constructed through individual performances, more overt display of the self (the dramatis personae in the humorous episodes projected in lines 41 and 48 are the two speakers themselves) and the formation of individual and group identities. The journalists' use of the ®rst person reference in positioning themselves within the humorous episodes may be seen as an example of what Harre Â (1988: 166) , arguing the constructionist view, refers to as using pronouns to`locate acts of speaking at locations in a social world'. Dierent types of interaction and context are thus helpful in accounting for the varied and complex ways in which creativity is achieved and in identifying grounds and motivations for creativity. However, although linguistic creativity is common in a range of spoken discourses, there is none the less a danger that creative language use might be thought equally to impregnate all the above cells in the CANCODE generic framework. In fact, as we have begun to argue, no cell in the matrix can be excluded but tendencies, at least on the evidence of these limited samples, are stronger in some contexts and in some types of interaction than in others.
Further classifying and contextualizing the data: credit security controllers and DIY
In the following extract, the participants are concluding a meeting concerned with credit control. It is not possible to cite the full version of the extract because it runs to several minutes of recording. Although repetitions and supportive backchannels occur during this time, the transcript reveals no other features of creative language use in over ten minutes of exchanges. The generic context is that of`professional/transactional information provision' and the extract here occurs when the meeting is coming to a close.
Credit security controllers
[Contextual information. The primary purpose of the meeting is an examination of the legal particulars of documents relating to Credit Security. The extract here is taken from the end of the meeting: hS 01j ®eld ocer: male (30s); hS 02j ®eld ocer: male (40); hS 03j manager: male (55) After such a long period of time in which documents are pored over and during which time the main purpose of the exchanges has been to transmit or obtain information, the speakers take a holiday from information transfer and joke and banter their way through to the end of the formal proceedings of the meeting (ll.19±28; note the whistle, which suggests a dierent conversational frame has been or is being established). The business done, it seems, they are free to play with words and the labels for what is in their immediate environment. The context and interaction type have restricted opportunities for such engagements. An increase in creativity coincides for all the speakers with points of release from institutional identities in which information transfer is the main requisite. In short, they creatively re-cast themselves through the shift in language and conversational frame.
The next example, DIY, involves a group of friends discussing home still think it's a good idea it's too much like hard work. 5 hS 02j Mm. 6 hS 03j I could just see if we're gonna do a great big massive thing like that it'll be years before we get any semblance of any decent kitchen. 7 hS 04j The thing to do is, when you g=, when you start making money is pay someone to do it. 8 hS 03j Yeah. 9 hS 01j Some things I think are de®nitely worth paying someone to do. 10 hS 03j Abso-bloody-lutely. We began with a prototypical example of densely recurring repetitive patterning (Extract 1: Sunday afternoon) in which symmetries of feeling provided a basis for a marked instance of metaphoric word play. In this example (Extract 5) language choices are made to underscore more critical and adversarial attitudes and the absence of echoic repetition across speaking turns appears to reinforce this. The extract also involves a cluster of speci®c ®gures of speech (a term, ironically, only rarely analysed with reference to speech); for example, metaphor, idioms, puns, slang, proverbs, hyperbole all cluster within a relatively short stretch of dialogue. Metaphorical expressions such as the reference to being on a`campaign' to sort out a boyfriend or brushing up' against somebody in a small kitchen coexist with hyperbolic expressions (in total chaos; great big massive thing; it'll be years . . . ) and deliberately counterfactual statements (there's not room enough for two people in my kitchen l.1), wordplay by in®xing (abso-bloody-lutely, which also suggests a footing shift to a less serious mode of evaluation), deliberate underplaying by simile (it's too much like hard work 1.4). The analysis here further underlines how creative language is often related to the expression of emotion and aect. But it also exposes the extent to which language analysis, founded in the past century mainly on ideational, truth-conditional, and decontextualized referential approaches, needs to take fuller account of the relationship between creative language use in dialogue and the expression of emotion and identity-display. The creative language certainly serves here a more aectively divergent purpose. We acknowledge, however, that even here the two speakers seem largely to concur and that in our data there are few examples of speakers breaking generic boundaries or overtly resisting norms in order to express rebellion, to underline a negative stance or to con¯ict with what is expected. Such elements form an important component of creativity (see also note 4 below); but in our corpus creative language use is largely convergent.
CREATIVITY CLINES: MAPPING LANGUAGE AND SOCIAL CONTEXT
The examples analysed above illustrate points on a creativity cline or continuum and how those points along the clines are organically related to particular social contexts and relationships. The most creative language features, our initial research suggests, cluster, both in stretches or bursts and reciprocally and interactively as well as being particularly salient at both topic-and transaction-boundaries and in the interpersonal management of discourse evidenced in footing shifts, etc. There are two main levels of creative' interactions: ®rst, presentational uses of ®gures of speech, open displays of metaphoric invention, punning, uses of idioms, and departures from expected idiomatic formulations; second, less immediately identi®able, maybe even semi-conscious repetition: parallelisms, echoes, and related matchings which regularly result in expressions of aective convergence, in implicit signals of intimacy and symmetries of feeling. This is not to say, of course, that a museum guide does not invest creatively in ensuring that a¯ow of information or a set of responses to questions is interactionally appropriate. But linguistic creativity is less likely to occur in those contexts which involve uni-directional information provision or in those contexts of professional interaction in which the main purpose is transactional or where relations between participants in a particular context may be more asymmetrical. The more intimate the discourse and the more participants are involved in sharing experiences and ideas (`collaborative ideas' discourses, in particular), the more they may feel prompted to creative language use.
Following Adolphs and Carter (2003) , Figure 1 attempts a provisional mapping of the CANCODE categories of speech genres with the kinds of evidence of creativity found in the dierent speech genres in the corpus.
3 The categories are not wholly water-tight, of course. For example, there is much linguistic creativity in the more formal,`professional task' encounter of the radio journalists above (which in any case contains an embedding of morè socializing' and`collaborative ideas' contexts). As we continue to investigate such data, we acknowledge too that we are interpreting the data as outsiders, ascribing to participants particular intentions, assigning to stretches of language particular functions and framing accounts of eects and of emotional contours which may not accord with the value systems of participants. However, though subject to ongoing evaluation, the categories do operationalize dierent varieties and clines of creative talk within a broader semiotic of spoken discourse. [n.b. Hatching illustrates points along continua of context and interaction at which creative language use is most likely to be densest. Thus, the more hatching there is, the more likely it is that creative language occurs in such contexts]
Interaction 
APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Discussions of creativity in relation to language teaching and learning have tended to focus on issues of learners' own creativity in relation to language learning processes. For example, research by Tarone and Broner (2001) underlines the relationship between language play and problem-solving capacities of learners on-and o-task. The research presented in this paper points in parallel directions but argues for a greater focus on language and for awareness of language in extended stretches of discourse covering a range of genres. Applications from this focus are many and varied. For example, the teaching of literature in a variety of cultural contexts may be better informed by understandings of the creative character of everyday language, supporting attempts by some practitioners (see Carter and McRae 1996; Carter and McCarthy 1995b; Cook 2000, especially part 3) to establish continuities between literary and everyday language and establish stronger bridges between language and literature teaching. Appreciation of literary and broader cultural variation can also be supported by reference to what learners already understand and can do in much everyday interaction. But it is not only in the teaching of literature where the value of exposure to the more open-ended and creative aspects of language may be exploited. One criticism of notional-functional and task-based approaches to language teaching and learning is their tendency towards focusing on the transfer of information, with the danger that language use comes to be seen only as utilitarian and transactional. While learners undoubtedly have survival needs, and while a language such as English has indeed become a utilitarian object for many of its world-wide users, learners in many contexts around the world pass relatively quickly from purely utilitarian motivations towards goals associated with expressing their social and cultural selves (Widdowson 2000) and seek that kind of liberation of expression which they enjoy in their ®rst language. In these respects methodologies which build on I (illustration) I (interaction) I (induction) structures, as illustrated in Carter and McCarthy (1995a) , may help learners better to internalize and appreciate relationships between creative patterns of language, interpersonal purposes and contexts which can foster both literary appreciation and greater language understanding. Aston (1988) nicely refers to`learning comity' (the book's title) as a desirable response to the transactional bias of contemporary language pedagogy, and much of his argumentation centres round bridging`interactional' gaps (and the development of interactional competence tasks), as opposed to the transactional information gaps so beloved of communicative pedagogy.
For example, classroom research could be undertaken to evaluate activities in which learners explore by interaction and induction the eects produced by sequences of the kind found in`extract 1: Sunday afternoon' above. Initial noticing' tasks could include questions directed to the setting for the conversation, the relationships between the speakers and the topics discussed.
Observations then in turn lead to analysis and discussion of particular features of language use such as repetition, the use of the word`mobile', the dierent forms of echoing across speaking turns and of how this awareness of patterning (further supported by interaction gap ®lling tasks) then relates tò rules' of interpersonal language use.
The overall aim is to raise consciousness and to assess learners' awareness of how meanings and relationships can be creatively co-constructed. Although the main aim is the development of receptive skills, with increasing exposure to more examples learners may also feel encouraged to play with words and to re-form patterns, developing in the process a fuller interactional competence. And, of course, there is no reason why such tasks cannot also be embedded within more transactional contexts (since, as we have seen, such uses of language occur across context and interaction-types) and conclusions drawn for classroom practice. Similar examples could form a key component in research agendas.
Researching the`poetry' of spoken discourse also requires attention to materials development which fosters re¯ection on dierent types of discourse, the relationship between interpersonal language and dierent socio-cultural contexts and the ways in which verbal art and language play are manifested in dierent cultures (Brum®t 1985; Kramsch and Sullivan 1996) .`Learning' such creativity in behaviourist terms is not the goal but much language teaching is concerned with helping the learner to present him-/herself in their desired way in the target language, and the work of sociolinguists and sociologists of language which underlines how speakers construct and position themselves in social space by their rhetorical actions, utilizing the lexico-grammatical resources of the language (see Harre Â 1985 , for example, on`situational rhetorics'), may be substantiated in the observation and analysis of everyday language. Such research is clearly relevant to the learner's engagement with the resources and meaning potential of the target language.
We do, of course, accept that the learner can only be an outside observer of the real-time contexts frozen in time and space on the bland and anodyne surface of the paper transcript or the equally displaced audiotape. However, much the same pertains to any typical text brought into the classroom by the teacher or the course materials writer: learners may only rarely experience themselves as the true addressees of the texts they are asked to digest, but learners in the main can re-contextualize for themselves a wide range of presented texts. Many of them do it on a daily basis when watching TV soap operas; it is not for nothing we referred earlier to reading the corpus like a soap opera. Raw corpus material may need some editing to make it suitable for local contexts and classrooms, but, again, we would not wish to be precious and to say that the transcript must remain inviolate at all costs; experienced teachers are good at editing texts to remove o-putting or distracting elements while retaining targeted elements for pedagogy. The challenges of interpretation of conversations embedded in contexts and cultures are similar to those of the interpretation of literary texts, and pedagogy has never shied away from the literary challenge. Kramsch (1993) constantly reminds us that the learner is someone struggling not just with lexico-grammar and pronunciation, but with moving from one cultural context (the classroom) to another (the target culture), in search of that third place in between, where a transformed identity is forged.
Further research can include both descriptive and pedagogical paradigms as well as interactions between these paradigms. For example, further language description might focus on the following: the importance of building in studies of prosody (Couper-Kuhlen 1996; Gu È nthner 1999); more eective theorizations of aect and emotional responses in language use, initially, following Miall (1988) , in respect of particular ®gures of speech; fuller studies in relation to problem-posing and problem-solving practices in the work-place, not least in the areas of HIV and psychotherapeutic counselling where creative language choices can create paradigm shifts in awareness and perception and in the relationship between professional and patient (Candlin et al. 2000; Garbutt 1996; Ragan 2000) ; more contextually-appropriate theories of value, especially aesthetic value (Armstrong 2001) ; further cross-lingual and crossmode studies, building on data such as the Nottingham email/IRC corpus 4 but also looking more closely at the subtle creative relationships between thè creative' and the`critical' (Rampton 1995; Boxer and Cortes-Conde 1997) ; improved corpus search methodologies for creative language use in discourse, including searching on core words, core structures of repetition, key transcription encodings such as [laughs/laughter] and key (seemingly counter-intuitive) triggers of creativity such as the word literally as it signals word play; taking fuller research cognizance of the dierent ways in which creativity is contextually shaped in and through language use in dierent cultures (Chu 1970; Fabb 1997: chs 9 and 10; Lubart 1999; Mar'i and Karayanni 1983; Hanks 1996) . And the descriptive insights gained can then be further researched in relation to contexts of teaching and learning as outlined above.
Our preliminary research into spoken discourse in a range of generic varieties underlines the extent and signi®cance of creativity in a range of encounters and for a range of functions. It reveals an interplay of complex patterns and choices relative to particular speech genres and particular social contexts. Initial research indicates the need to take fuller account of a variety of functions involving speakers in particular contexts of interaction. As a linguistic phenomenon creativity is probabilistic, that is, it is more likely to occur in intimate and collaborative dialogic conditions. It involves both senders and receivers in its formation and does not exist wholly as aesthetic presentation; it is typically co-produced and regularly clusters in and is emergent from particular interpersonal and aective exchanges. Creative language use is an everyday, demotic phenomenon. It is not a capacity of special people but a special capacity of all people. As Harris (1980 and elsewhere) has consistently argued, it shows speakers, and, we would argue, language learners as language makers and not simply as language users.
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We are grateful to the editors of the journal and to three anonymous readers for many incisive comments and much helpful and patient advice in drafting and re-drafting this paper. The corpus is designed with a particular aim of relating grammatical and lexical choice to variation in discourse context and is used in conjunction with a range of lexicographic, grammar, and vocabulary teaching projects (Carter and McCarthy 1995a; Carter, Hughes and McCarthy, 2000) . In spite of trends to ever larger, multi-million-word corpora and associated quantitative analysis, in the case of CAN-CODE the main global aim has been to construct a corpus which is contextually and interactively dierentiated and which can allow more qualitative investigation. The data have been especially carefully collected with reference to a range of dierent speech genres and social contexts. In all cases, to safeguard against possible misinterpretation by the analyst, information on speaker relationships is provided in the majority of cases by the person contributing the data to the corpus. An assessment of speakers' own goals remains central to the analysis. 2 Puns are a particular feature of demotic creativity:`In studying the ludic element in culture, literary and everyday, I should logically also posit a similar element in those who receive and respond to wordplay: that is, all of us. Punning is a free-for-all available to every-one, common property; it is a democratic trope. It is the stock-in-trade of the low comedian and the most sophisticated wordsmith: James Joyce and Max Miller . . . It is and always has been. (Redfern 1984: 175) ' 3 Further extracts from CANCODE data can be found in Carter and McCarthy (1997) . 4 The signi®cance of the relationship between creative communication and more intimate speech genres is further evidenced in a subcorpus of emails and IRC (Internet Relay Chat) data collected in Nottingham as a supplement to the CANCODE corpus. Several thousand emails and several hours of IRC data (Fung 2001; Gillen and Goddard 2000) on a variety of topics are being collected in order to examine the continua between planned and unplanned discourse, the interpenetration of spoken discourse features into written text (Baron 2000; Cherny 1999 ) as well as the creativity manifest in these more informal, mixedmode forms of communication (Crystal 2001) . The research follows studies of biand multi-lingual crossings of the kind documented by Rampton (1995) where a key argument is that these creative combinations are not merely ornamental but encode purposeful functions in the expression of identity and the construction of shared worlds, including worlds which seek to exclude others or to adopt an adversarial stance to others (see also Bauman and Briggs 1990) . 5 Harris's work (e.g. Harris 1980 Harris , 1998 has implications too for our initial point of departure on this paper. The past emphasis on creativity in written texts and certain kinds of performed spoken texts (e.g. folk narratives) occurs at the expense of banal, everyday conversation, but Harris's notion of integrational' linguistics sees both spoken and written texts as co-existing as`species of situated communicative action' (Fleming 1995: 94) . The work of William Hanks is similarly suggestive for future developments of the research reported in this paper, in particular for his view of the`contextually saturated' nature of language (Hanks 1996: esp. ch. 7).
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